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Everybody's doing it:

Kama Sutra: sex's original how-to book
By Jeff Solmundson

T

obscene language in each
other's ears.
The cut off circulation in
your legs adds blood flow to
your erogenous zones, and
the rocking motion, though
limited, stimulates those
lower regions of the soul.
Couples who have perfected
this position should try it on a
trampoline.

hose will allow. He shifts his
weight forward and slingshots into the female.
This position has little foreplay, but it has great penetration, and the female gets
powerful repetitive stimulation once the male masters
the bungee cord effect.

the same. So move in the
heavy artillery and send in the
troops. The submissive partner and the victorious partner
will turn their bed into a battleground like the English and
the French have never seen.
Well, maybe the French have
seen it.

housands
of
years ago there
was in India a
great sex guidebook
called the Kama
THE HALF-NELSON
THE NAPOLEON AT
Sutra that gave
OF LOVE
WATERLOO
This can be done in the bedinstruction on the IN LIKE GANGTurn your love making into
BUSTERS
room but for extra pizzazz use
a
decisive
victory
with
this
finer points of makThe female lies on the position of conquest and sub- a hot tub and scuba gear. The
ing love.
female kneels on all fours and
Through the ages couples
have been trying out the various sexual positions detailed
in this book. But where is the
Kama Sutra of our age? With
all we now know about sex
and relationships hasn't anyone come up with any new
positions since then?
Recent events have given
rise to new variations on old
positions. Who hasn't contemplated trying out the presidential salute or the dropping
loonie? But are there any truly
new positions out there?
Thankfully, the answer is yes.
So if your sex life is on
cruise control to dullsville,
here are a few fun and fresh
sexual positions that will spice
things up and squeal your
tires on the way to excitement.
They can make sex a less
inhibited experience, and just
may bring you and your mate
closer together.
A warning first. Not all
positions are for all people. It
depends on your flexibility,
your level of comfort with
your partner, and your interests. For example, if you're a
Star Wars fan, you might want
to perform Blowing Up the
Death Star. But please-- limber
up first. Now on to the new
positions.

CLIMBING THE
MONKEY WRENCH
The female puts both
elbows on the ground and
raises one leg behind her as
high as it will go. The other
leg rests on a footstool or
small domestic animal for
support. The male stands on
one leg, foot perpendicular to
the female, and swings his
other leg over, the female's
shoulder. He enters the
female, drops his arms
towards the floor, and tries to
touch the shoulder under his
leg.
This requires balance but
the slight twisting motion hits
just the right places. The male
will give his pelvic motion
some new moves.

THE FILTHY LOTUS
The male sits cross-legged
on the ground resting both
feet on his thighs. The female
sits facing him on his lap and
wraps her legs around him,
placing her feet on her knees.
Rock back and forth and chant

raises her right leg until it's
perpendicular to the ground.
The male kneels behind her,
grabs her right leg firmly, and
enters her. Now the male tries
to pin the female's left side to
the ground.
You and your partner will
have plenty of motion and
groping. This position will
stimulate the female's gall
bladder, which is less than six
inches from her clitoris.

PUNTING THROUGH
THE GOALPOSTS

The Kama Sutra - beautiful work of art
helping couples reach new peaks or
just another dirty book?
ground and poises her
crouched legs together in
front of her, as though they
were closed doors the male
was about to burst through.
The male covers himself with
vaseline and ties both ends of
a surgical hose around the
female's ankles. He kneels in
front of the female, with the
surgical hose around him, and
crawls backwards as far as the

mission. The male covers himself in peanut butter and the
female covers herself in
honey, or vice versa. One partner lies spread-eagled on a
bed. One leg is tied to the pull
string from your blinds or
drapes. The other partner
kneels astride the horizontal
partner and leads the charge.
Whichever partner takes the
higher ground the benefits are

The female lies on her back
at the edge of a bed with her
legs in the air in a "V" position.
The male kneels on the
ground and leans back.
Staying in this position the
male crawls forward as fast as
possible and guides himself
into the female without either
of them using their hands.
Repeat as necessary.
After the touchdown do a
little dance in the end zone.
Give each other a high five.
This position combines sport
with intimacy, so it has something for everyone. The male
is also in a good position to
kiss the female on the third
down.

THE TURKEY BASTER
This position requires gravy
and oven mitts. The female
stands on a bed, or suspends
herself from a chancleli( ,r The
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male, putting on the oven
mitts, hooks one leg around
her leg and the other around
her waist. The female rests her
free leg on the male's shoulder
and grabs that ankle with the
opposite hand. The male puts
one hand under the leg
wrapped around the female's
waist and the other supports
her back. The gravy is poured
and the couple moves about
trying to trap it between their
bodies.
This one is not for novices.
It's unpredictable and sensuous, yet allows both partners
to control the intensity of
stimulation and reach hard to
find places neither of you
knew about. Doctors say this
is a favoured position for couples wanting to conceive, but
it's great fun as well. You can
save the gravy and freeze it.
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Changing times:

Women most important customers for adult stores
By Darren Marrese

S

ex sells, but who's
buying? You'd be surprised.

Adult novelty shops are the business of the future, says Linda Proulx,
the owner of both The Love Nest locations in Winnipeg. And business is
definitely good.
"I started my business in 1983 doing
home parties for women," Proulx said.
"Back then women were only comfortable with parties." But now women
are much more open about their sexuality, said Proulx, and are beginning to
come out of their shells. As a result,
the market for home parties is dwindling. But the lost revenue is being
made up in increasing boutique sales.
That's because today's adult novelty
shops are much more "customer
friendly," Proulx said. "Love, compassion, and communication is what we
promote in our store. Sure there's
raunch and sex. But we want women
to feel comfortable about taking it

"Now women are
much more open
about their
sexuality."
-Linda Proulx
The Love Nest

home. It's all in the environment."
28 years of age, tend to favour the
The blacked out store-fronts are a
sex kits and lotions, Proulx
thing of the past, Proulx said,
said. Robertson agrees and
adding that those sort of stores
said that most couples
are intimidating because you're
are looking for "romannot sure what you're going to
tic weekend" items like
discover on the inside.
candles, aromatherapy,
"We eliminate the embarbooks and lotions.
rassment" by making the
Men, on the other
store attractive and warm,
hand, are often
she said. "We provide
more sheepish
friendly spaces with
when it comes
nice, attractive stuff at
to buying sex
the front, and keep the
toys. "They're
raunchy stuff near the
more
shy,
back so you don't have
more
held
to see it if you don't
back,"
want to." •
Women make up
55% of Proulx's
clientele. Debbie
Robertson, the manager of The Discreet
Boutique, reports
similar percentages.
"About 60% of our
customers are
women," Robertson
said. And they're not
shy abOut what they
want to buy. Nor
Local sex-shop owners say more and
does price get in the
more
people are unembarrassed about
way.
"We have a vibra- their sexuality - especially women who
tor that's endorsed make up the majority of their customers.
by Dr. Ruth that sells
for $299.99,"
Robertson said. "Because of the high
Robertson said.
cost we only order one at a time. But it
"Guys are a little nervous about
always sells out right away."
buying novelties and vibrators" said
Young couples, ranging from 18 to Blaine, the manager of Union Video

"Guys are a little
more sheepish
when it comes to
buying sex toys."
-Debbie Robertson
Discreet Boutique
on Portage Avenue. "Most guys come
in and get them for their girlfriends'
birthday. That's the common reason
they give us."
But Proulx said that the majority of
her customers are in their forties,
fifties and beyond. "They're looking
for the softcore answer to viagra," she
said. A lot of older men take too much
medication for their diabetes or blood
pressure, she said. As a result, men
sometimes find themselves mildly
impotent.
"We sell them something to arouse
them again" as opposed to having to
take another expensive medication for
another medical problem, Proulx said.
But a lot of older couples are just looking "to rekindle the spark because the
kids are gone, and because they can
make more noise in the bedroom"
without the risk of being heard with
toys and other sex gadgets.
Now, more than ever, "we're more
open about our sexuality," Proulx
said. "And shows like the Sunday
Night Sex Show does a wonderful job"
of promoting it.
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Training
STDs: Sometimes you
gotta pay the price for the Enterprises Spirit
Cup
winner
pleasure
By Vanessa Rudnicki

By Kelly Bray
Anita, a public health nurse
working for the City Of
Winnipeg AIDS/STD
Information Hotline says
some people think they'd
know if they have and STD.
"If someone isn't oozing pus
out of a hole people think that
they're okay, but that's not
true."
Some STDs such as Syphilis
can cause sterility, or in the
case of AIDS, death.
Many people don't experience warning signs until it is
too late.
On the other hand, many
STDS haVe obvious warning
signs, and the details of what
goes on down there can get
pretty gory.
One of the most common
STDs in Manitoba is
Chlamydia, with a reported
3000 cases a year.
If you are unlucky enough
to experience it, this is what
you can expect.
Men may experience a
whitish, yellow discharge, not
to be confused with another
discharge of the same color.
This one burns!
The discharge can be
accompanied with a frequent
urge to urinate, followed by
burning when you do.
It kind of makes you think
differently of that guy in
class thatis always running
to the john.
Grit your teeth guys,
Chlamydia can also lead to
epidiymitis.
This basically means your
scrotal tubes feel like they are
tied in a knot.
Women frequently experience no symptoms at all.
But we don't luck out that
easily in all cases.
Chlamydia in women is a
leading cause of Pelvic
Inflammatory Disease,
which causes abdominal
pain, and pain during intercourse.
The real kicker, is a heavy
vaginal discharge with a
"foul-smelling odour."
Nice.
Another thing you just
don't want to get is Herpes.
Once you get it, it's with
you for life.
Men and women with
Herpes can expect tingling
(not the good kind), numbness or a burning sensation
in the genitals.
These unfortunate souls
will also be making frequent
painful trips to the washroom.
Things really get nasty

when the painful "watery blisters" in the genital area show
up.
One Public Health Nurse
told about a girl whose blisters were so bad, she had to be
rushed to the hospital because
she couldn't pee.
On a similar note, getting
genital warts, or HPV, is no
walk in the park.
On the bright side, these
growths on the genitals (the
last place you want anything
growing) are usually only
mildly itchy or sore.
But they grow in clusters
that are said to resemble the
appearance of cauliflower.
Another common STD is
Gonorrhea.
Even the name of this one is
scary.
Not as scary as the "yellowish or greenish cloudy, sometimes bloodstained discharge"
that comes out of you know
where.
Did we mention that it's
pus-like?
But did you know that there
is such a thing as anal gonorrhea.
As you might expect, this
causes long and painful visits
to the washroom that may be
accompanied by your mom

yelling, "Are you okay in
there?"
A little-known STD that you
want to stay away from is
Trichomoniasis.
It is a parasitic infection that
occurs mainly in women.
The gory highlights include
a "greenish yellow frothy
vaginal discharge with a pronounced odour."
It kind of gives you new
insight into those girls in the
douche commercials that "just
don't feel fresh."
You can also expect painful
vaginal itching and bleeding.
On a more serious note, if
you think that you are experiencing any symptoms of an
STD, there are places you can
go for help.
The St. James Medical
Centre is close to the college,
at 1600 Portage Avenue.
It is open everyday from
9:00 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.
For more information you
can also call the STD
Information Line at 945-6282
So if you are unsure, or have
had unprotected sex, get
checked.
That is, unless you want
your genitals to resemble that
cauliflower your mom used to
make you eat as a kid.
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Red River College held it's first annual Spirit Cup during its
60th birthday celebrations.
14 programs participated in the event and after considering
the judges' votes as well as the public ballots, it was decided
that the Training Enterprises division was the winner.
Randy Rummery, of Marketing and Public Relations, said
that the Training Enterprises division best "captured the intent
of the Spirit Cup." According to Randy the purpose of the Cup
was to bring staff and students together to promote their programs to the public. "We want staff to start bragging about
their programs," Randy said.
Although it was started because of the college's birthday celebrations, the Spirit Cup will hopefully develop into an event
which will be held annually. The only thing that would change
would be when the event was held. Since a lot of programs are
just getting started so early in the year, the Cup would be held
after a couple of months of school . This would allow for programs to have more time to prepare for the event and allow
them to have "more planning time."
Overall the Spirit Cup was considered to be a success.
According to Randy Rummery, it was a "good turnout."
Approximately 500 ballots were counted from people who had
visited the displays.
Along with the Spirit Cup a $500 draw was held. In order to
qualify, voters had to visit a least five of the Spirit Cup displays. For each division that a voter visited, a stamp was
marked on their ballot. The ballots were submitted to either
the Info Centre, Student's Association office, or at the Family
Fun stage.
The winners of the Spiri Cup draw were Norma Scott and
Villamor Miguel.
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Market Driven holds
anniversary open house

Tap the keg, bashes back
By GordGilmour

By Karen McClenaghan
Have you ever wanted to create a ransom note? Just ask Brad,
a student in the Client/Server Programmer Program at the
Market Driven Training Centre. Brad created a computer program which converts your typed message into ransom notetype lettering.
"It's quite interesting!" he said with a smile.
In celebration of the College's 60th birthday, the Market
Driven Training Centre held an open house at Union Station on
September 22. Between 150 and 200 people dropped by to visit
the Centre and eat birthday cake, cheese, crackers, and punch.
Guided tours were provided for all visitors and students were
on hand to answer questions and discuss course objectives.
In the New Media classroom, visitors saw a demonstration on
a computer animated recreation of the Nonsuch exhibit from
the Manitoba Museum. The program uses Quicktime virtual
reality technology to allow you to explore the ship as though
you were at the museum. In fact, Duncan Thornton, a New
Media instructor says the program is better than a guided tour
because you are able to move freely through the ship at your
own pace and you can stop at any time to ask (the computer)
questions. And you will always get a knowledgable answer.
Students in the Interactive Games Developer Program are
trained in the development, design and production of interactive entertainment products. As part of their internship, they
are paid to test and critique computer games.
More than 200 courses are offered each year and course
length varies from one day to one year.

The Projector
The best paper on campus. And
if you say otherwise we'll mock
you severely in its pages.

ooze is back on
campus, after
being banned following the Students'
Association last beer
bash.

B

The College pulled the plug
on the parties after fights
broke out and damage to
College property were reported.
Geoff Sine, SA programming
director, said they'd made
some changes to satisfy the
College's concerns.
"We're hiring a profesional
security guard and a certified
bartender (for the Scavenger
Hunt Bash)," Sine said.
Sine said he's not convinced
the changes are being
requested for the right reasons and that some members
of the College administration
don't seem to want alcoholrelated events held on campus and that they may not
realize what's involved in
holding this type of event.
"We have people in the
adminstration making decisions who don't go out to the
bar on a regular basis," Sine
said.
Fausto Yadao, dean of student affairs, said it's not in
the College's plans to elimi-

nate drinking on campus.
"That's not the view of the
College," Yadao said. "We
want to work with the
Students' Association to
ensure the safety of patrons."
Jacqie Thachuk, college president, agreed that their concern was to make sure the
events were handled safely.
"I someone is trying to read
more into it I can't stop them
but that's not what we're trying to do," Thachuk said.
Thachuk said that in the past
she's been approached by
students who want the bashes stopped.
"I've had very angry students
in my office demanding that
we do something," Thachuk
said. "I've always told them
that they're students, they
have rights and are paying
student fees - I've always told
them they should speak to
the Students' Association."
Another concern Sine
expressed was the College
demanding changes be instituted without - he claims fully understanding what
they're telling the SA to do.
"What good does having a
certified bartender who can
mix 2,000 drinks do us?" Sine
asked.
He said they'd prefer to provide student employment
rather than hire outsiders.
"Our position is that students

deserve to make money off
the bashes," Sine said.
Sine also said he's concerned
with the way he sees the
administration cracking
down on the alcohol events.
He said that in the past year
the events have been banned
twice - compared to two bans
in the previous four years.
Yadao said this isn't a sign
that the College is cracking
down more but instead is just
a sign of the times.
"Society's attitude towards
drinking has changed enormously in the past few
years," Yadao said.
"The fact that (the damage
and fights) were occuring is a
symptom of alcohol abuse."
Sine said the SA doesn't hold
a lot of these events - about
seven or eight a year - and
he's dissappointed the
College seems to have a problem with them when they do.
"We've done market research
and this type of event is very
popular with students," Sine
said. "I bet if they surveyed
students they'd find they go
to bars more than that."
A professional security officer
- from OBO Security - will act
as a supervisor for student
staff at future events.
The certified bartender will
act a the head bartender
directing action behind the
bar.
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let
The following letters were sent to The
Manitoban this week..

A

ll educational institutions are open
to criticism, though some more
than others. Red River . College,
and
especially
the
Creative
Communications program, was recently
subjected to harsh words, though it's
strange considering the source.
Imagine my surprise at where that criticism came from— that sucking chest
wound of academia known as the
University of Manitoba.
After you, Mr. Bruneau, were aesthetically date-raped by our sterile architecture
you were force-fed knowledge that merely
soiled the hands of you and your creative
muse. You say in your article in the Oct. 7
issue of The Manitoban that "the world
needs people to wallow in the shit of others." Presumably you're bringing your
excrement to the party, not your swimming
trunks.
No matter where you go (or learn) there
are no job guarantees, and there are certainly no guarantees of fulfillment. You
attack many of us for failing to recognize
the gift we squandered; classes of two or
three hundred, bogged down in bureaucracy, amid crumbling buildings.
As students we deserve better than to be
stereotyped by a pompous, sneering artiste
who displays all the insight of a hobo at a
debutante's ball. With your Douglas
Coupland book tucked under your arm and
your three dollar coffee in hand you pity
the rest of us while you leave little witticisms in the personals of the Manitoban
and wonder why all the girls aren't taking

a dip in your first class gene pool.
Obviously you suckle on a loftier teat
than the rest of us. Your education, based
on the tone of your article, has left you fit
for nothing other than a Jane Austen discussion group and eighth row at an Art
Garfunkel concert. The truth is an education at the U of M provides all the benefits
of a cancerous testicle.
That's what is so bewildering to me. You
lob criticism onto us from an institution
that has become the Afghanistan of scholarly endeavors. So, Mr. Bruneau, I leave
you with this; Cum grano salis, which is
Latin for get bent..
— Jeff Solmundson

w

e, the students of the Creative
Communications Program,
would like to respond to the
article in the Oct. 7 edition of The
Manitoban. We were disturbed by the vituperative nature of the article, and feel it
needs retort.
First of all, let us be clear on the difference between a university and Red River
College. University education consists of
arts theory and theorists, such as Marx,
Hobbes, Locke, Freud, etc. This is certainly beneficial because if you don't know
your history, you don't know where you
come from.
Red River, on the other hand, teaches
something called "applied arts." What that
involves is taking the theory, the cerebral
processes, and — dare we say — the creativity we possess, and learning to use it.
As much as learning for its own sake is a
noble cause, it is a pursuit of the wealthy,

and not for those who must make ends
meet.
Many of us are university graduates, and
some of us have the student loans to prove
it. We are not generally of the comfortable
WASP set. Rather, we are a blend of people from different backgrounds who come
to the program for a variety of reasons.
Mr. Jay Bruneau, the author of the article in question, was sorely disappointed by
his experience with the Creative
Communications program. We are sorry
for him. While the program is suited to
some, it is not suitable for others.
However, to take the bad experience of
one person and use it as the stick by which
a program is measured is problematic, to
say the least. We are happy to be here, by
and large. It behooves us to point out that
we are learning a great deal more than how
to impress people with our resumes, or
how to effectively network.
Mr. Bruneau, wherev er you are, if the
"real world" as taught at Red River is disturbing to you, we wish you the best in
finding your cerebral Utopia.
Unfortunately, the real world is out there
waiting for us. The hard reality of western
civilization is this: a job is a necessity.
Some of us are daring to dream of a job we
can be proud of doing.
— Kathryn Patenaude
aving read Jay Bruneau's article,
"Get Real, Red River!", I felt an
overwhelming need to reply. I am
an "assembly line" Cre Commer at Red
River. I am also an Honours Arts graduate
from the University of Manitoba. I am

H

concerned that such a proselytizing piece
of hogwash could appear in the Manitoban
under the guise of being a newsworthy
"idea." The article does not confess any
"ideas," but rather a biased and rude opinion belonging to a clearly frustrated individual.
In this individual's case, the purpose of
a university education has been sorely
missed. Universities are indeed homes to
the most cerebral and revolutionary
thinkers. These people have inspired some
of the greatest thoughts and changes the
world has ever known. But they also aspire
to a certain level of academic integrity
which requires that objective research preclude the writing of theses.
Mr. Bruneau says that Red River doesn't
teach its students creativity. Of course it
doesn't. A prerequisite to acceptance into
the Creative Communications is that applicants are already creative, articulate, and
talented writers and communicators. If students have to be taught creativity, they do
not belong in the program. This is the reason for a rigourous application process
which includes submission of an autobiography and portfolio, general knowledge
and events tests, and a strenuous interview.
I am hoping that my university education, combined with the pragmatic skills
learned at Red River, will give me a leg up
in the real world. My family is certainly
not of the WASP "petit bourgeois" variety.
And I am not a "clapping seal." What use
is there in thinking when you don't have
any money to feed yourself?
— Candice Knol

Your Every Need
Store
CAMPUS STORE

* USED BOOKS * SOFTWARE
* CALCULATORS * CARDS
* CLOTHING
* GIFTWARE
* LOTTERIES
* MOVIES
* JUNKFOOD
* MAGAZINES
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES
AND MUCH
MUCH

tLMORE
Pick up your Student Price Cards
And Entertainment "99 Books at
The Ox
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IT'S A GAMBLE
I am willing to bet that students (and staff) at Red River College are exactly the same as students (and staff) at any post-secondary institution when
it comes to gambling. That is why it is important to learn about the findings from a recent study at the University of Manitoba conducted by Bill
Smitheringale. From 483 students surveys he found that :
• Slightly over 10% of study participants may have experienced problems in their lives related to gambling.
• MALE students were four times likely to be identified as either Problem or Probable Pathological Gamblers.
• Participants who experience gambling related problems were also more likely to have experienced drug or alcohol use problems.
• If you have a parent who "gambled too much", you are five times more likely to become a problem gambler.
• Students who first gambled at an early age (5-17) are most likely to have a gambling problem.
I am also willing to bet that the best advice about gambling is this:
If you or someone you know is in that 10% experienced problems, call the AFM Gambling Help Line at 944-6382, outside Winnipeg 1-800-4631554.
AND---For all students and staff, keep in mind these Guidelines For Safe Gambling:
•

•
•
•
•

Gamble only what you can afford to lose. Ask yourself, what is an acceptable level of loss for me? Loss needs to be acceptable emotionally and
financially.
Don't chase your lost money. Safe gambling is a recreational activity that will cost money over time.
Accept loss as part of the game. If you personalize loss you may end up chasing the loss.
Results of past wagers do not predict the outcome of the next wager. Gambling devices are random! You can't learn anything from past events!
Balance your time, energy and money when you gamble.
Stay healthy by using other ways to solve problems, not by gambling.

Karl W.Gompf
Wellness Committee

Be certain to attend the presentation:
"How To Keep The Fun In Gambling" on Thursday November 5, 12:00-12:50 pm. Room D202.

Presenter: Bev Mehmel, Preventions Education Consultant, Addictions Foundation of Manitoba.
RED RIVER COLLEGE WELLNESS COMMITTEE

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

College Council Newsletter
Update from the September 15, 1998 Meeting

(Editor: Dennie Cormack)

1998/99 Executive Members

Risk in the Workplace

The College Council is pleased to announce the Executive
membership for the '98/99 year:

The College Council recommended a review of existing
Policies/Procedures dealing with 'violence in the workplace' 'personal safety' - and other related protocol. The mandate of the
Workplace Health and Safety Committee will be checked to ensure
there is no duplication of effort. Volunteers will be requested from
the general student and staff population to serve on a committee.
The following Council members volunteered to serve on the Risk in
the Workplace Committee: B Claydon, J. Downing, B. Lechow, and
B. Podosky.

❑
❑

❑

❑

Dave Thorlakson
Dennie Cormack
James Slade
Jerry Johnstone

Chair
Vice-Chair
Membership Chair
Secretary

Membership Committee
There is currently one vacancy on the Council for a Business &
Applied Arts Instructor. The Students' Association has not finalized
its representatives, but they should be appointed by the next meeting.
Constitution Committee

With the upcoming five-year review of the College and The Colleges
Act, volunteers were requested to form a Constitution Committee.

The following members agreed to serve on this committee:
R. Bartlinski, B. Lechow, L. Omeniuk, D. Parrish, and B. Podosky.
College Improvements

College Council recommended the development of a program that
would allow both staff and students (written) input on the
improvement/implementation of initiatives enhancing the college
and operations as a whole.
The following members volunteered to serve on a College

Improvement Committee: D. Cormack, L. Omeniuk, and P.
Routledge.

College Corporate Culture
M. J. Loustel gave a presentation on the framework for addressing
the issue of corporate culture in the College. This issue will be tabled
at the next meeting so the report prepared by the subcommittee from
last year's Council can be distributed.
Other Business
The Council agreed to view a video that is in the Library on
'Assessment'. Viewing times were conveyed to all staff and the video
will be discussed at a future meeting.
Next Meeting
College Council is an advisory group that reports to the Board of
Governors. This Council has students, staff (instructional and noninstructional) and management representatives. The Council meets
once a month in the C709 Boardroom. Any member of the College
may attend the next meeting, which is on October 20 at 2 P.M. or
forward an agenda item to any member of the Executive .
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Entert inment

GrEazy

MEAL

SLidEs [Niro

TOWN

3y Amber Saleem

addition to the band.
The band played a total of 18 songs
reazy Meal left a sweet taste on the tongues
including two during their encore.
of approximately 300 people who attendThe most interesting part of this
ed their show at the Pyramid Cabaret on
meal was certainly the bean burritos
October 16.
from Taco Bell the band threw out to
Juice, Jimmy, Brian G, Straw B, Spicy T, and
the crowd halfway into the set.
Tommy B minus Dave Anania who is currentBean was the choice, they said, to
ly vacationing in Asia, turned the crowd into
be considerate of any vegans in the
non-stop dancing machines for the entire,
crowd.
pleasingly two-hour-long set.
This was Greazy Meal's second
Velvet-clad Juice kept the lyrics flowing as
appearance in Winnipeg this year
his five counterparts showcased their awesome
since they played a sold out show at
instrumental talents.
the Jazz Festival earlier this summer.
Anything from a bass guitar to a flute was
With a growing North American
used to concoct the funky jams that created an
audience, Greazy Meal is soon
amazing house party vibe.
becoming a sensation, with the likes of
Girls and boys alike were dancing so hard it
Lisa Loeb and Chaka Khan dropping in on
seemed as though heads were going to fall off at any
shows in their hometown of Minneapolis.
given moment.
Juice sums up the pressures of
The Greazy Meal sound has been described Greazy Meal serves up a mele e of funky jams
increasing popularity in a simple senas "Stretched classic Marvin Gaye, Stevie
tence.
Wonder and Curtis Mayfield tunes into long funky jams."
"It ain't easy being Greazy."
The band released their third album, entitled, Gravy this past summer.
Local bands McEnroe and Load opened
the show.
Their dancer, Mistress Interpretress, joined the band a few songs into the s et.
With her rhythmic movements and serious demeanor, she was an unusual but sexy

G

cook GREAZY
PACT'S

E

• Brian G is a former
member of Prince's NPG
• Julius Collins III (Juice)
was named best vocalist of
the year at the 1996
Minnesota Music. Awards
a. Spicy T has composed
national TV commercial
work for Reebok
• Greazy Meal won five
awards at the 1996
Minnesota Music Awards
and three awards in 1997
e, Tommy B co-wrote the
title song to the soundtrack for Spike Lee's film
"Girl 6"

ADVENTURES IN FURSLIDING
Oy Ken Hunter

N

ew York band Furslide, who just released their
debut CD, Adventure, on Virgin Records, got
their name from a science text book.
In it, there's a scientist holding a large rubber rod and a
piece of fur.
"The caption says: Slide the fur along the rubber rod to
produce electrons," says bass player Jason Lader, 25.
"We're more to do with electricity than general perviness," adds singer and guitarist Jennifer Turner, 26, who
played guitar on Natalie Merchant's Tigerlily CD.
Twenty four year-old drummer Adam MacDougall is
the other member of Furslide.
Furslide formed in 1997 and are currently touring with
Lenny Kravitz.
They have also toured with Sean Lennon.
Turner says the band travels in a Ford Econoline van
with a trailer.
Lately, they have been listening to Alice Cooper, Duran
Duran, Def Leppard, and Ozzy Osborne in the van.
Turner, who lived in Ottawa for one year, says bighaired. 80's glam metal is popular at parties right now in

the U.S.
However, she says she prefers P.J. Harvey, Portishead,
and Stereolab.
The band has also run into some bad luck on this tour,
which has them playing only one Canadian date in
Toronto.
The keyboardist who is touring with them lost his driver's licence and this caused a delay crossing the border.
In addition, Turner lost her favourite pair of sneakers, a
pair of Nikes with cloven toes.
One of the most interesting things about Adventure is
its packaging.
The CD comes in what is essentially a little hardcover
book.
Turner says the inspiration for the packaging came from
her journal.
"My journal means so much to me," she says.
She also says she gets most of her inspiration from her
journal, which she has been keeping for over 10 years.
"My life pretty much revolves around my journal."

See CD review on
next page.

Student Copier
Full colour laser copies
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Photocopies
Black, Blue, Red or Green Toner (8 1/2" x 11" to 17" x 22")
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FURSLIDE
ADVENTURE
VIRGIN/MEANWHILE...
3y Ken Hunter

F

urslide's debut CD, Adventure, is one book
you can judge by its cover.

The cover shows the band "posing" in the front
seat of a car.
The songs on the CD are just as pretentious.
I must admit, however,
Adventure has one of the cutest
CD covers I have seen.
The CD comes in what basically is a little hardcover book.
The pages of the "book" contain the lyrics and some more
pretentious photos of the band.
Furslide is a New York band
consisting of Jennifer Turnerguitars and vocals; Jason Laderbass; and Adam MacDougalldrums.
Nellee Hooper produced
Adventure.
Hooper has also worked with Bjork, Massive

Attack, Smashing Pumpkins, and U2.
Furslide seems to be nothing more than a forum
for Turner to show off her voice.
She is a talented guitar player (she used to play
for Natalie Merchant), but lets her voice usurp her
guitar playing on this CD.
A couple of the songs sound similar to Portishead,
but the rest sound like radio-friendly singer/songwriters like Fiona Apple and Chantal Kreviazuk.
On Today Forever, Turner sounds like a cross
between Natalie Merchant and Lunch Lady Doris
from The Simpsons.
In addition, some of the lyrics
seem somewhat contrived.
In Postcard, for example, Turner
sings, "There's a breeze in the air
like a centrefold gypsy clawing
for attention and the blink of an
eye".
Huh?
Unless you are buying this CD for
its cover, don't bother, because
Furslide will probably be coming
to a radio near you in the not too
distant future.

JULIANA HATFIELD
BED
BMI
ey Nancy Ptak

T

he wail of guitar feedback
at the beginning of the
first song sets up Bed as a
rocking and aggressive album.
The album isn't either.
None of the songs on the
album caught my attention after
listening to it for the first time.
All the songs sound fairly similar, with Juliana Hatfield's distinctive voice singing over guitar
laden music.
The music may be a bit
monotonous but after listening to

the album a few more times the
lyrics make it worth checking
out.
Most of the songs are about
destructive relationships, with
the exception of "Backseat,"
"Live it up," and "Let's blow it
all."
The songs that stand out are
"Swan song" and "Bad day."
The line "well, surely you see
me now stretched out on the floor
of your house, foaming at the

mouth with a needle in my arm,
next to a smoking gun and an
empty razor case" from Swan
song describes suicide as the ultimate revenge against an ex-lover.
Hatfield's spitefulness shows
through on "Bad day" with the
line, "To suffer greatly from the
indignity of working for a living,
why would I want to breed."
Bed is Hatfield's fifth recording since she left Blake Babies,
in 1992.
The album was recorded after
only a week of rehearsals with
the hopes of keeping the songs
sounding fresh.
Bed is worth checking out but
only the big Hatfield fans need to
pick it up.

DC TALK
SUPERNATURAL
VIRGIN RECORDS
3y Tyler Heshka

I

've never been a homeboy, but
back in the day when I used to
chill with the church youth group posse, all the g's were down
with the DC Talk.
They were the original Christian rappers, the DC standing for
"Decent Christian."
Their albums came with parental advisories that the album their
youth was about to purchase contained "explicit Christian lyrics."
I don't go to youth group anymore, and DC Talk has grown up
too, but some things never change...they're still a contrived top 40
pop group.
They've traded in their "dope rhymes" for funky pop arrangements, and most of the vocals revolve around Bono influenced
Kevin Max.
He's a talented vocalist, so they score points on that front.
They score bonus points for giving up their attempts tb appeal to
the alterna-rock crowd.
Double minus points are lost on "Since I Met You," for taking a
punk-ska flavour...blech!
The problem lies in dogmatic lyrics.
There are one too many of these lines kicking around: "The
word of God is what I need."
"Hey you, I'm into Jesus."
"God has prepared a way."
"Shame on me if I oppose the stirring of the Holy Ghost."
I'm all for the exploration of spiritual themes in pop music.
However, there's also something to be said for burying them
under layers of song for the intelligent listener to discover, rather
than spoon feeding .
For a good examples, consult your local record store for the works
of U2, Lenny Kravitz, and emo-rock heroes Mineral.
I suppose some things will never change, and DC Talk will
always aim for that youth group appeal.
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CDs
Speeding in a Vehicle
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A Minimum $70 Fine
Demerits on Your Licence
Maybe Even Loss of Control

It adds up.

Bump n' Grind
2. Dave Matthews Band
(Before these Crowded Streets)

Smashing Pumpkins
(Adore)

4. Any Barry White Cl
Semi-Sonic
(Feeling Strangely Fine)

can cost you
rcoalci
11 :se
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Manitoba
1 Public Insurance

6. Luther Vandross (Songs)
7. Hayden (The Closer I Get)
8. Sarah McLachlan
(Surfacing)

9. Any Bob Marley CD
10. Led Zepplin (IV)
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Dramatic Links

PTE OFFERS PROMISING SEASON
3y john Cu

llen MacInnis, artistic director of Prairie Theatre
Exchange, is a man who is passionate about his
work.
His hands gesture dramatically while describing the
theme of PTE's 1998-99 season.
"There are all kinds of things I want to do in a season.
I want it to be balanced and varied. I want it to have a
sense of freshness and something that's appealing to people so that it makes people want to come," he says enthusiastically.
It appears MacInnis has achieved his goal.
This season, PTE will mount five shows on its
Mainstage Theatre at Portage Place, featuring musical
drama, three styles of comedy and intense drama accented by music.
PTE's running theme each season is a unique feature
that differentiates it from other theatres such as Manitoba
Theatre Centre or MTC Warehouse.
Still the Night provided a stirring opening to the sea-

A

son.
It is a bittersweet musical about Jewish partisans in
World War II and the unanswered questions of the daughter of survivors.
The inescapable horror of the Holocaust resonates
through the survivors' current lives, forcing them to reconcile that past with their futures.
Winnipeg playwright Brian Drader's The Norbals
makes its world premiere from November 12 to 29.
Anybody who dreads Thanksgiving or Christmas dinners because of their eccentric and/or annoying relatives
may find great truth and humour in this offering.
This comedy follows a bizarre family's journey from
malfunction to understanding and acceptance of each others' uniqueness.
Love and Anger starts the new year and continues to
Valentine's Day, January 28 to February 14, 1999.
This satirical comedy tells the story of a lawyer who,
after suffering a terrible stroke, sets out to "change the
world."
The interdependence of love and anger fuels his

attempts to create social change for the common good in
the face of right-wing political controllers.
Beware the Ides of March, during which Speak will
run, March 4 to 21.
This contemporary comedy examines how truth is
used, abused and twisted to suit individual's personal
codes.
One of the main characters, Lloyd, is an MLA.
Need more be said?
Old Wicked Songs closes the season, April 8 to 25.
This drama speaks to closet artists among us, whose
challenge lies in accepting, then uniting their left and
right brains.
There will also be a family holiday show, The Paper
Bag Princess, a Robert Munsch favorite, December 19 to
January 3, 1999.
Season ticket packages cost $105; $80 for students.
Call 942-5483 or fax 942-1774 for tickets or subscriptions.

lk Delights and Captivates Audience
aware that the show is not all fun and entertainment.
There is no happy ending for the characeave your troubles outside. We have no prob66
ters
in Cabaret. Fraulein Schneider ends her
0r
lems here. Life here is beautiful."
love
affair and engagement to Herr Schultz
so says Emcee, the eccentric host of the Kit
because
of the rising power of the Nazis in
Kat Klub in the renowned musical Cabaret.
Germany.
Manitoba Theatre Centre is produced this classic
Nicola Lipman, who plays Fraulein
Broadway show for the second time in its history.
Schneider,
sings the woeful 'What Would
It last played in Winnipeg in 1969.
You
Do?'
with
such feeling and remorse
MTC does an outstanding re-creation of the atmosphere in
that
the
audience
is nearly driven to tears.
a 1930s Berlin nightclub.
Similarly,
when
Sally aborts her baby, of
Before the show begins, the theatre is filled with a thick
whom
Cliff
may
or
may not be the father,
fog, creating the impression of a sheer curtain of cigarette
and
the
two
lovers
part
ways, the audience
smoke.
is
no
longer
laughing.
Cabaret is a metaphorical examination of social and
Paton sings the song 'Cabaret' with such
political conditions in Germany in 1930, just before the
a
reluctant
heart that the audience can feel
beginning of the Third Reich.
Sally's
anguish
and regret.
In the seedy cabaret called Kit Kat Klub, Emcee introDuring
the
finale,
Cliff finds his novel.
duces us to the irony of a society which sees the humour
He
counters
Emcee's
remark that "life
in its own decadence and corruption, but fails to realize
here
is
wonderful"
with
the
daunting realthe social and political implications of the situation.
ization
that
the
situation
in
not
altogether
The issues that Cabaret examines are still relevant
wonderful.
today. Abortion, sexual promiscuity, alcoholism and drug
He writes that "it was the end of the
addiction are still problems that society has not solved.
world."
And homosexuality and ethnic and religious identities
continue to fuel just as much hatred and destruction as
ever before.
For people who are familiar with the popular 1972 film
version, starring Liza Minelli, Michael York and Joel
,Grey, the MTC show (based on the Broadway musical
first produced in 1966) will
come as quite a shocker.
For instance, the musical has
a subplot about a love affair
between Fraulein Schneider, a
Wednesday, December 9, 1998
German landlady, and Herr
7:30 p.m. North Gymnasium
Schultz, her Jewish tenant.
Information
Notice
Red River College
But Laurie Paton, who plays
the promiscuous and self ❑ Graduates are to assemble no later than one-half hour before the ceremony in
absorbed cabaret singer Sally
the Mall Level hallways of buildings D, E and E Signs will be posted
Bowles in the MTC version,
designating the area where the graduates of each program will assemble. You
certainly gives Liza Minelli a
will line up in alphabetical order, fill out a name card and then be escorted to
run for the money.
the North Gymnasium to the section reserved for your program.
Bruce Davies plays Clifford ❑ Graduation gowns and caps are to be worn. Order forms will be mailed or
Bradshaw, an American wantcontact the Information Centre, Mall Level, Building C.
to-be writer who is uncertain ❑ Diplomas/certificates will be mailed out to students who are unable to attend
of his own sexual identity, with
the graduation ceremony.
a new understanding.
❑ It is your responsibility to ensure your name and address on your student
Jeff Hyslop's rendition of
record in the Registration Department are current. To change your personal
Emcee, who is merely a stage
information, contact the Registration Department, C306, or phone
personality in the Kit Kat
204-632-2327.
Klub, truly steals the show.
❑ If you enrolled in credit courses through Continuing Education, university or
Hyslop portrays this characanother educational institution, which may enable you to meet program
qualifications for December 1998 graduation, please notify your
ter with at least the same flair
Department Chair at once.
and style as Joel Grey.
The MTC musical delights ❑ Following the exercises, a reception will be held in the Voyageur dining room.
both the eyes and ears of its
RED ER COL1LEGE
audience.
Department
But musical-goers - should be
gy Candice Knol

GRADUATION
CEREMONIES

December
Graduation

Work Experience Through

Student Mentorships
Three new programs are being piloted by Manitoba
Education and Training to provide post-secondary students
with part-time work opportunities and career-related
experience.

Business Mentorships
Provides Manitoba businesses with wage incentives of up
to $3.30 per hour to hire students on a part-time basis
during the school term. In exchange for the incentive,
businesses will provide students with career mentorship
and training.

Youth Serves Manitoba
Encourages students to engage in part-time community
service work with registered charitable and not-for-profit
organizations in Manitoba. Students will receive a $500
bursary towards a tuition or a student loan upon
completion of 100 hours of service.

Part-Time STEP Services
Promotes part-time employment for students with
provincial government departments and agencies. All
students registered with STEP Services will be considered
for positions.
Applications are available at the College's

J centre
( RED RIVER
COLLEGE
Of APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Rm D 1 04
Manitoba
Education
and Training
Hon. Linda McIntosh
Minister
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=ate A4 9141 Gets Rave Reviews
3y 'Jeff Morlock

steadfast companion during her wartime
The end of the war finds the two Brynas in Moscow, of
odyssey is her younger, smaller, almost-naive all places.
Still the Night was a whirlwind of life
cousin, called Little Bryna, who was always
While Little Bryna wants only to return to her native
and death, humor and pain.
"hanging around." But before Poland, Bryna's zeal to find her missing parents gradualIt conveyed a sense of joy, hope, happilong, the two Brynas must learn to rely on each ly deteriorates into a bitter pain.
ness, sadness, and imminent danger
other, as the fortunes of war force them to flee
They part company, and Bryna ends up in Calgary,
throughout.
Warsaw, and then, torn from their families, into while her little cousin returns to Poland.
Playwright Theresa Tova used an almost
the Polish countryside itself.
Years later, the two meet again in Israel, and although
frenetic style of song and story, jumping
Over the next five years they endure
Little Bryna has found a measure of peace in her
between past and present and back again.
ordeals of rape, torture, hunger, the loss of a heart, Bryna's is still wounded by the war.
The story begins in present day, as told
Liza Ba Man
child, and face sudden death on more than one
As Tybele relates, after Bryna returned from Israel, she
by Tybele, the grown daughter of Bryna.
occasion. But they do endure.
was "always angry."
The play jumped backward in time, to Calgary in the
"This is a play that's really about how
But if Bryna cannot find a sense of meaning and
1970s, and Tybele's childhood was not always a happy people live through horrifying experipeace in her experiences, Tybele can, and does,
one.
ences,"said actress Mary Ellen
through her mother's stories.
But the real story is about Bryna, her mother, and Mahoney, who has the daunting task of
At the intermission, I spoke with one of the
Bryna's life in depicting two characters, each at two
audience members, named Mrs. Weiss.
Poland and different ages.
A Holocaust survivor herself, she said it was a
She portrays a young and old Bryna,
Russia during
difficult play for her to watch.
the Second as well as a young and a grown Tybele.
It wasn't her story, her experience, but its mesMahoney describes Still the Night as
World War.
sage resonated with her.
When we the most dramatic, and traumatic proThe play is about the telling of these stories, and
Mary Ellen Ma honey they are not always easy things to share.
first meet duction she has been in.
In a sense, the play chose her.
young Bryna,
"Every word we say to you comes from a diffiThe subject matter was very powerful.
prior to the war,
cult place." said Mrs. Weiss.
she is a precoIt was the strength of the story that motivated
At the core of this play there is a tender, sharing mescious adoles- Mahoney, she said as she described her initial concerns sage of life and love.
cent with a lust of being able to play a Jewish woman who had survived
Still the Night ran from October 7 to 25.
the Holocaust.
for life.
The Norbals by Winnipeg playwritght, Brian Drader
She wanted to do justice to the role.
Bryna's
is the next PTE play to be shown and begins November
And she has.
12. -

E

13y Catherine A. Ogloza

66

"But it's wonderful to play someone that is that open-hearted, that loving.
The play took the audience on a roller coaster of emotions and feelings, from happy
childhood innocence, to suddenly loneliness, to ti:mendous fear.
The spine tingling songs, sung in F1-;:rew and English, complemented by the eerie tunes of the piano and violor, bring the audience even closer to the characters.
"The stories of the past fought to survive, and they won," sang
Tybele.
In an interview after the performance, Mahoney said, I
would like to say that this is a play about the importance of forgiveness.
This is one truly magnificent production, and is great for audiences of
all cultures.

xcellent, well done," said audience member Kevin (who did
not want his last name to be
used), after watching the production of Theresa Tova's award-winning musical
play Still The Night.
"It certainly gives me lots to think about."
Inspired by Tova's mother's stories about surviving the Holocaust with her
younger cousin, the play makes complete use of the maze of platforms to dramatize how they had to hide from the Nazis in the forests of Eastern Europe.
"The play is also about searching for a response to such stories and finding a
way to live with the legacy of the Holocaust," said Artistic Director Allen MacInnis
The play takes place in the present day with flashbacks to wartime
Allen Macinnis
Europe and Calgary in the1970's.
The stage- was a simple yet powerful setting.
On the black elevated platforms is an armchair draped with a red
blanket.
This was a haunting and eerie image that broke the darkness of the
rest of the set.
The tone was evident by the walls and displays outside covered
1 with unhappy images such as deep blue and black cloth, an old viol lin, and an officer's hat.
It was obvious that this production was not a comedy, although
elenrients of humour are skillfully woven into it.
"It's a very beautiful play," said actress and star Mary Ellen
Mahoney.
Mahoney managed to successfully portray Bryna and her daughter
Tybele, two of the three characters in the emotional production.
The third character, Little Bryna, played by Liza Balkan, is
Bryna's younger cousin.
411
Balkan, a veteran of theproduction since it began two years ago in
Toronto, said she was thrilled to be opening it.
Federal Student Work
Her character, Little Bryna, added a touch of humour to the production with her girlish, carefree innocence.
Experience Program (FSWEP)
This played on Bryna who reverts to her younger years, and the
audience loves to watch how the two interact with each other.
Apply to FSWEP on-line via the PSC website at:
The play opened with Tybele standing alone on the stage, speakwww.psc-cfp.gc.ca/jobs.htm
ing to the audience of her mother's struggle to escape the Nazis years
The Federal Student Work experience Program (FSWEP)
ago.
is the primary vehicle through which federal departments and
She pulls out a photo album and kneels beside the armchair, talkagencies recruit students for temporary student jobs.
ing to her mother who is supposedly in it.
FSWEP offers students the opportunity to grow personally,
Very quickly, Mahoney made the smooth transition from Tybele to
develop new skills and learn more about how
Bryna, moving into the chair, and continues the conversation.
Confusing at first, but very effective.
the federal government works.
"It's very exciting, very clever, I'm enjoying it very much." said
For more information check with the College's
audience member Shirley (who refused to state her last name), during a break between the two's-acts.
ob
Bryna's conversation with Tybele leads the play into a regression;
centre
Rm D104
the Portrayal of Bryna s past.
This is where Little Bryna, enters the scene.
"I'm more cynical about her than she is," said Balkan of her charRED RIVER COLLEGE
lei Public Service Commission
Commission de la fonction publique
acter.
MI of Canada
du Canada
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Classifieds

Vacations
SPRING BREAK Florida, Mexico,
Etc. Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book
Early and Save!! Earn Money + Free
Trips! Campus Reps/Organizations
Wanted. Call Inter-Campus Programs
at 1-800-327-6013. www.icpt.com

dependent on your availability. Males
are encouraged to apply. Please send
resumes to:
Rick Boyd
C/O Focus 3
208-299 Queen St.
Wpg., MB
R3J 3V5

Help Wanted
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANTS —
Fokus Housing requires personal care
attendants to provide services to
independent physically disabled
adults. No experience necessary, but
you must have good common sense
and the ability to follow instructions.
Must be available a minimum of
every other weekend to be on call,
and any additional hours would be

BADLY NEEDED BY THE COMMUNITY: Furniture, Household Goods,
Men's Clothing. Please drop off at:
Spence Thrift Shop
555 Spence Street
Monday-Saturday 10am-4pm
Or Call
Pregnancy Distress Service 772-9091
Mon/Tue/Thu/Fri 9am-4pm
Wednesday 1-4pm

- Messaging

(It's Always Free)
To JB:
Meet me after school. You're in for a n
ass-whoopin', buttwad.
—Clapping Seal
To JN:
Physician, heal thyself. You talk the
talk, but do you walk the walk?
Sorry to hear about your suffering. I
told you not to let things crawl up
your butt like that.
— "The Weasel"
To All:
I resign.
—The Hammer

GS:
Stop swearing! I heard that! Your
mouth is going to get you in big
trouble mister!
—DSA

Free Messaging:
Call 632-2479 and
leave a message
OR drop off a note
for the Projector at
room DM20.

ACCENT PRINTING
696 SELKIRK AVE., Ph: 589-5431

FULL COLOR COPIES
AS LOW AS

B. & W. COPIES
AS LOW AS

49 0* 20*

5%
DISCOUNT
TO
ALL UNIVERSITY
& COLLEGE
STUDENTS
WITH I.D.

*Depending on volume & size. Phone For Details Some Restrictions Apply.
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Up yours, Uptown
And I've got a little something for the `Toban, too
By Jeff Eyamie
Editor In Chief

t's time to pull on the shitkickers again... I've been having a great week, what with
all of these other newspapers
slagging the Projector, Red River,
the course I'm taking, and me.
I thought I would spend some
time talking to everyone out there
in Projectorland about these
things. I hope you will pay close
attention, since the two articles in
question were both rubbish not fit
to cleanse my arse with.
When I say that, I don't mean
they were poorly written. By all
means, I have no complaint with
the way the articles were put
together.
However, neither piece had any
place in a legitimate newspaper.
Let's start with Uptown, who
published the "Red River College
in Media Monopoly Shocker!"
last week. The SA asked Uptown
to take their paper off campus for
two reasons.
First, we had five newspapers
asking to distribute their stuff on
campus. If we let one on campus,
how can we explain that to the
other papers?
Second, the Projector has trouble enough getting readership
and advertising revenue. If we let
other papers come in here, our

i
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paper get read less and advertisers don't have to bother with us.
Their ads would already come to
the college.
We did mention to Uptown that
we were considering a deal with
another paper to let them on campus in exchange for help distributing the Projector off
campus. Makes sense, doesn't it?
Uptown cried about this, and
sent a reporter to ask, "why are
you making Red River students
suffer by not letting them have
Uptown?"
Uptown editor Jason Nichol
said he thought the SA was
unprofessional and "it was a
weaselly way of conducting business." Guess what, Jason? Any
chance of you getting your paper
on campus is now gone. You've
burned the bridges. Not with me,
but with the full-time, permanent
staff of the SA.
Nice work.
The funny thing is that Uptown
is the only newspaper you'll find
at any Liquor Mart in this city.
That's because Liquor Mart gets
cheap advertising in Uptown.
Aren't Liquor Mart customers
suffering because other newspapers aren't there, Jason? Don't
you feel for the Liquor Mart customers?
Your comment that the
Projector "should concentrate on

their content more than their
competition" is appalling to me.
All I can say is, "physician,
heal thyself." At least I don't
have my advertising manager
assigning story ideas.
Well, enough of Uptown.
Let's talk about the Manitoban.
You will see, in these pages,
three letters referring to the
Manitoban, Oct. 7, page 12. A
former Red River Creative
Communications student, Jay
Bruneau, decided that he would
take offense to an editorial I
wrote — in February!
I guess his memory was foggy,
because he misquoted me. He
said I called U of M students'
"mindless sheep." I did no such
thing. I called them "apathetic
sheep." There's a difference.
Get your facts right, Mr.
Bruneau. That's the first thing I
learned here. You didn't get your
facts right, but you dropped out
of "real life," (the new RRC slogan) so it's O.K.
But the next time you want to
slag "the clapping seals," back it
up. Check your facts.
I'm guessing you also missed
out on the classes dealing with
legality. Perhaps your editors did
as well. Well, getting your facts
wrong, then calling me "idiotic"
is a hair's breadth away from
libel. Definitely enough to incite

legal action.
I would sue, but I think you've
pretty much defamed yourself
with your bitter generalizations.
Calling us the "petit
Bourgeoisie" who went to university because our parents wanted to keep up with the Joneses?
Calling us WASP suburbanites?
Going to university because we
had nothing better to do?
Listen here. Many of us are
university graduates, something
which you are not, obviously. I
am one of those graduates. I don't
regret going to university. I regret
that the student population is generally without direction. Ask your
friends.
I am a Buddhist. I lived with
my mother and brother in duplexes and apartments. I have worked
since I was 13. I worked at least
30 hours a week through university. I am Lebanese. You're a
smart boy, Jay. You should be
able to figure that "Eyamie"
probably isn't from a Protestant
background.
There's a difference between
critical thinking and bitterness
that you don't appear to grasp.
When you're finished whatever
you're studying, what are you
going to do? Live on government
money and go to school for the
rest of your life? How are you
going to get a job if you don't

know how to write a resume?
How are you going to become a
great writer, as I am told that you
aspire to be, without knowing
how to format your submissions,
send query letters, edit your own
work, and so on?
Do 'you think writers don't
have to know how to network? It
happens everywhere. Sorry. It
just does.
I don't have a carrot to offer
right now, but someday I might.
And you might have one for me.
And so might Mr. Nichol of
Uptown. Now all of the bridges
are burnt because of spiteful ink.
I'm sure that's something that
you can't appreciate, Mr.
Bruneau, but I can. I understand
what living in the real world is all
about. I would like to live in the
fantasyland you value, but I can't
afford it.
I'm sorry that I've made some
enemies, But they brought it on
themselves.
Now I'm going to put the shitkickers away.
One final thing — I called students apathetic sheep, because
most of them are. Ask around.
What percentage of students
vote? Protest? Know what
they're doing in ten years? Care?
It's a sad fact, but a fact.
I welcome your comments.
Call me at 632-2479.

(9 pieces or more)
which includes
potato wedges, coleslaw, ro//s and dressing

or purchase "6 Pieces of Chicken"
or more and receive 3 pieces of chicken
and a I litre of Coke FREE.
Offer only valid if purchased is picked up after 2:30 pm.

Now available at
The Seffak and Otto's Cafeteria
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Better Than
Homemade
Chain-Link Fiction
Chapter 5
By Steve Edwards

y

urgen Hoogenhoffen sits in the Chicken Chef in
Gimli and watches, speechless, the large-framed
spectacles slipped down to the end of his thin
fishbone nose, helplessly, with magnified goggly eyes,
as a man twice his age and many times the detective he
could ever be or even hope to look, a man that strangely resembles his father by his lop-sided gait, that same
lop-sided gait, known locally as "the distiller's lilt,"
transmitted through the centuries by countless generations of Gimli fishermen, apparently from father to son,
more it would seem by heredity than by a simple, almost
animal adaptation to the constant rocking of the traditional plywood and spittle pickerel skiffs, leads his
beloved angel of purity, his Gerta Smegmastad, his own
Gerta Smorgasbord of aching nerves, who had once
appeared, albeit fleetingly, in an NFB documentary film
on building a lean-to out of the ladies' washroom.
The man pats her on the butt in a knowing way and
goes back to his table, a broad salacious self-satisfied
happiness on his face, and on hers too, and hardly lilting
at all, and sits down.
"Where's Ken?" he asks.
"Ken left. Ken was pissed off. Said he had to get more
batteries. I don't trust that guy. Says he'll meet us at the
dock at six to take us to Walt," replies tersely Detective
One, whose code name is Roger, but without a shadow
of ill-will to his old partner, Detective Two, the detective
with no code name.
"So we got time to kill."
"Who do you wanna kill?"
"Shut up."
They sip their coffee contentedly, and banter, poor
Gerta is already forgotten, long-gone Gerta, they ogle
the waitress adjusting her personals.
A distant muffled trilling breaks their idle concentration:
Roger pulls his cell phone from a zippered pocket
sewn onto the inside of his pants just below the belt.
Cautious, selfish, deadly.
"Yes...Yes....No....Yes...Yes sir....OK."
"Usual?"
"Usual. Only worse. If we don't get this case solved by
November 12th Filmon is gonna be forced to have someone resign."
"Shit."
"It's getting ugly. We gotta move fast."
"I wish you'd pay more attention to your grammar
sometimes. It can get so tedious, 'gonna this,' gotta
that.'"
"Oh poo.1-ty to.you, Detective Two."
Yurgen's whole world is dashed to ruin, split asunder,
keeled over, floundered, fileted, ground and canned, he
doesn't know what to do, he doesn't know what to say,
he doesn't even know what he should say, what do you
say in a situation like this, this has never happened to
him before, his just-about-to-be-if-only-he-had-the-guts
girlfriend returning to his table, having spent ten minutes in a washroom with a man in a trenchcoat and fedora, smiling, beaming, happy.
"What, what did you do in the washroom?" he stammers. "You didn't..."
"Yurgy," she beams. "Stop your whining. I need the
key to your locker. Not your school locker. Your locker at
Lil's 'Tastes-Better-Than-Homemade' perogy plant."
Yurgen fidgeted in his pants.
He gave her the key, ignoring the burning feeling in
his pants. She got up and left without saying goodbye.
He followed her.

We don't have it, but whoever does could page you - that is, if you have a
Shaw Pager. Purchase one now for only $19.98. It's the easy, inexpensive -

Pageyone,

way to get top marks in communication.

M

MOTOROLA

SHAW)

Pagers

Motorola Pronto Pager

Call 668-5544 or visit the Shaw retailer near you.
The Ox Campus Store
2055 Notre Dame Avenue

Henry Armstrong's Digital
Print Shops
955 Portage Avenue
2269 Pembina Highway

Major
in music.

Global Video
Ellice at Canton

IC Computer
2nd Floor, The Bay St. Vital

A

Think of it as higher learning.
As Canada's largest music site, Jam! Music is like getting
a backstage pass inside the music industry every day.
With a focus on Canadian music and all the news about
your favourite acts, Jam! Music features concert listings
across Canada, SoundScan Charts, the Canadian Music
Index, a full Artist Archive database, new album reviews,
the Anti-Hit list, newsgroups, release dates, live chats,
concert and album reviews, Indie Band listing, contests,
photo galleries, the Question of the Day and more.
Think of this site as the part of your education that
redefines the Pop Quiz.

ft's online. And it rocks.

am

ARPIUSIC
www.canoe.ca/JamMusic
Canada's Music Site
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Jack Anderson

Leslie Slack

Laura Boyd

Andrew Campbell

Labatt Road Scholars

Derek Higgs

Aimee Kennedy

/an Schwey

Ginny Hughes

Gus Morgan

Dana Lee

Sam Sham

Janet Clayton

Greg Price

Sara Tasciotti

Nancy Rosner

Roger Whyte

As you can probably gather, the Labatt goad Scholarship driver challenge is an intense hands—on
driver training program. It's designed to help you improve your reaction time by 1 second, which could be the difference in
avoiding a collision. On the course you'll learn skid avoidance and braking

HANDS-ON HEADS-UP
DRIVER CHALLENGE

and steering technicpeg from a professional performance driving instructor.
You could also win a Compact Armada 1571PMT and a $1,000 bookstore
credit. No purchase necessary. For more in-Formation, call 1-800-544-4405
or gee details in your campus pub. And remember, please don't drink and drive.

..Zsaait

dill CHRYSLER
CANADA

The Labatt Road Scholarighip. Coming goon.
CHRYSLER
Dodge

Dodge Trucks

Brought to you by your neighbourhood Chrysler retailer.

CHRYSLER

Plymouth
Jeep

791111111•MI

Halloween Costume Contest

Friday Oct. 30/98
11:30 A.M. In The Cave
Prizes To Be Won:
CD'S, POSTERS, GIFT. CERT'S
AND MUCH MORE!!!

